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ABSTRACT
Objectives: The aim of this study was to determine the relation
ship between the presence of pulp calcification and carotid artery
calcification on the dental panoramic radiographs in End Stage
Renal Disease (ESRD) patients who were on haemodialysis.
Methods: A total of 112 End Stage Renal Disease (ESRD) pati
ents on who were haemodialysis participated in this study. The
periapical and the panoramic radiographs for all the patients
were evaluated for the presence or absence of the narrowing of
the dental pulps and for pulp stones in the pulp chambers and
the pulp canals. The panoramic radiographs were also evaluated
to determine the carotid calcification.
Results: Carotid calcifications were detected in none of the
patients. 84 (74.99%) patients had dental pulp narrowing, and

38 (33.92%) patients had pulp stones. There was no statistical
correlation between pulp narrowing and Carotid Artery Calcifi
cation (CAC) in the haemodialysis patient group. There was also
no statistical correlation between pulp stones and CAC in the
haemodialysis patients.
Conclusion: However, the incidental finding of CAC on a
panoramic radiograph can provide life-saving information
for the vascular disease patients, but in the present study, no
significant relationship was found between the presence of the
pulpal calcification and CAC in the ESRD patients who were
on haemodialysis. Therefore, the presence of pulp calcification
does not seem to serve as a diagnostic marker for carotid
atherosclerosis.
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Introduction
Dental pulp calcification can occur as diffuse forms or as discrete
calcified stones. Pulp stones have been described as the symptoms
of the changes in the pulp tissue rather than their cause. The exact
mechanism and the aetiology of pulp calcification are not well
understood, although, various factors which are implicated in the
stone formation include pulp degeneration, epithelium rests in the
pulp tissue, age, operative procedures, circulatory disturbances in
the pulp, periodontal disease, orthodontic tooth movement, idio
pathic factors, genetic predisposition and certain syndromes such
as the van der Woude syndrome [1,2]. A long-standing irritation
which is secondary to caries, deep fillings and chronic inflammation,
can lead to the formation of pulp stones. It has also been noted
that an irritated pulp, while it attempts to repair itself, may lead to
the formation of pulp stones. The sizes of the pulp stones vary. A
single tooth may have stones which range from 1 to 12 or even
more and they may be seen as a microscopic mass or as a large
mass which occludes the entire pulp space [3].
The pulp calcifications in patients with systemic or genetic
diseases such as dentin dysplasia and dentinogenesis imperfecta
usually occur throughout the dentition [4]. The conditions which are
secondary to the calcium metabolism, like hypercalcaemia, gout
and renal lithiasis have been noted as the pre-disposing factors
for the pulpal calcification. The incidence of the calcification in the
carious teeth of children and young adults was reported to be 5
times greater than that in the non carious teeth [5]. With advancing
age, the size of the pulp chamber may be decreased as a result of
the secondary dentin deposition. Bernick and Nedelman found a
decrease in the size of the pulp chamber which had occurred due to
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the deposition of the secondary dentin and due to the deposition of
calcified masses in the root [6]. Pulpal calcification is also found to
occur due to the inflammatory changes in pulp because of caries,
which is secondary to the deposition.
Based on the location, pulp stones can be classified as embedded,
adherent and free. The embedded stones are formed in the pulp
but they become enclosed within the canal walls because of the
deposition of physiological dentin [7]. They are usually located
at the apical portion of the root. The peripheral aspect of these
stones may show the presence of odontoblasts and a calciﬁed
tissue which resembles the dentine [3]. The adherent pulp stones
are less attached to the dentine as compared to the embedded
pulp stones and they are never fully enclosed by the dentine. The
adherent and the embedded pulp stones can cause signiﬁcant
obstruction of the canals or they may be located at a curve which
may interfere with the root canal treatment [5].
Based on the structure, there are true and false pulp stones; a
third type, ‘diffuse’ or ‘amorphous’ pulp stones is also seen in
close association with the blood vessels. The true pulp stones are
more irregular in shape as compared to the false pulp stones [1].
They are lined by odontoblasts and are composed of dentine,
whereas the degenerating cells of the pulp which mineralize, lead
to the formation of false pulp stones [3]. Based on the radiographic
examination, the prevalence of pulp stones has been reported to
be around 20-25%, whereas the histological examinations have
revealed higher percentages [8]. But a much higher prevalence of
pulp stones (51.4%) was reported by Hamasha et al., in Jordanian
adults [9].
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It has been confirmed that a pulpal calcification is a common finding
in ESRD patients, with a strong correlation between the chronicity
of the renal disease and the pulp narrowing in the premolar and the
molar teeth of such patients [10]. These patients are at an increased
risk for atherosclerosis, which has been considered as a significant
cause of mortality and morbidity [11]. It has been proposed that an
early detection of the calcifications in these patients could provide
life-saving information [12-15].
Dental pulp narrowing and Carotid Artery Calcification (CAC) in
ESRD have been reported in previous studies, but only one study
was undertaken to know the relationship between the dental pulp
and the carotid calcification in ESRD patients and in renal transplant
recipients. With this background, the present study was carried out
to investigate the possible association between the presence of
pulp calcification and CAC in ESRD patients.

Materials and methods
A total of 112 haemodialysis patients who were referred from the
Nephrology Department of the Jodhpur Dental College General
Hospital clinic for dental examinations, participated in this study.
Permission was obtained from the institutional ethical committee
to undertake this study. A total number of 2928 radiographs of the
posterior and the anterior teeth were evaluated. The radiographs
with poor angulations, improper exposures or faulty processing,
which could lead to scoring difficulties and the radiographs with
carious and restored teeth were excluded from the study. Finally,
a total number of 2682 teeth were evaluated. To ensure the
accuracy of the diagnosis, all the radiographs were interpreted
by two examiners (oral radiologists) in a dark room by using a
standard viewing box under the 2X magnification and with the
peripheral light being blocked out. Those teeth about which
both our examiners were unsure were re-evaluated by a senior
dental radiologist. Narrowing was defined as a notable reduction
in the size of the pulp chamber and the pulp canals [Table/Fig1,2]. The definite radiopaque masses inside the pulp chambers
were identified as pulp stones. They were scored as present or
absent. The OPGs were evaluated for the presence or absence
of CAC. The OPGs with low diagnostic qualities were excluded.
The radiopaque nodular mass which was adjacent to the cervical
vertebrae, inside or below the C3-C4 intervertebral disc level, or
to the retromandibular area, generally at an angle of 45° from the
angle of the mandible which was independent of the hyoid bone,
was considered as a CAC [16].

Results
In this study, a total number of 5982 teeth from 112 patients were
evaluated. Among the patients, 74 (66.07%) were males and 38
(33.92%) were females. The ages of the patients ranged from 18
to 51 years and the mean age was 24.74 years.
None of the patients who had undergone the haemodialysis
showed CAC findings. 84 patients in the haemodialysis patients
group had pulp calcification. There was no statistical correlation
(p<0.05) between the pulp narrowing and CAC in the haemodialysis
patients group [Table/Fig-3].
Five haemodialysis patients had pulp stones. There was no
statistical correlation between CAC and the pulp stones (p<0.05)
[Table/Fig-4] or between the pulp narrowing and the pulp stones in
the haemodialysis patients group (p<0.05).
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[Table/Fig-1]: Intraoral radiograph of the mandibular right quadrant
exhibiting narrowing of the dental pulp chamber

[Table/Fig-2]: Intraoral radiograph of the mandibular left quadrant
exhibiting narrowing of the dental pulp chamber
No pulp
narrowing

Pulp
narrowing

Total

No. of patients
without CAC
(%)

28 (24.99)

84 (74.99)

112 (100)

No. of patients
with CAC
(%)

0 (00)

0 (00)

0 (00)

28 (24.99)

84 (74.99)

112 (100)

Total no. of
patients (%)

[Table/Fig-3]: Distribution of carotid artery calcification (CAC) and pulp
narrowing in the haemodialysis group
No. of patients
without pulp
stones

No. of patients
with
pulp stones

Total

No. of patients
without CAC
(%)

74 (66.07)

38 (33.92)

112 (100)

No. of patients
with CAC
(%)

0 (00)

0 (00)

0 (00)

74 (66.07)

38 (33.92)

112 (100)

Total no. of
patients (%)

[Table/Fig-4]: Distribution of carotid artery calcification (CAC) and pulp
stones in the haemodialysis group
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Discussion
The atherosclerotic disease in the region of the carotid bifurcation
is known to cause 80% of the strokes, which is reported to be the
third leading reason for death in most of the countries, after cardio
vascular diseases and cancer [17,18]. The vascular injury in ESRD
patients is known to be secondary to the metastatic calcification
which occurs due to the decreased calcification inhibitors and the
increased calcification activators [11,19]. A vascular calcification
is an important manifestation of atherosclerosis. The presence and
the extent of these vascular calcifications are valuable predictors
of the cardiovascular events and the mortality in patients with
ESRD [13]. In the ESRD patients, the vascular calcifications are
associated with an increased stiffness of the large, elastic-type
arteries, such as the aorta and the common carotid artery [15].
The identification of CAC on oral panoramic radiographs has been
studied by dental practitioners and researchers. The carotid artery
calcifications on the panoramic radiographs are considered as a
major sign and a marker for the subsequent vascular risk. So, it
has been recommended that all the patients with an evidence of
carotid artery calcification in the panoramic radiographs should be
referred for a vascular examination and treatment [20].
The dental panoramic radiographs have been found to be valuable
for detecting atherosclerosis. The presence of Carotid Artery Calcifi
cations (CACs) on Panoramic Radiographs (PRs) was first shown
by Friedlander and Lande. They suggested that these radiographs
were able to play an important role in an early diagnosis of CACs,
which could result in the more serious conditions of heart disease
and stroke [21]. The effectiveness of this type of radiography has
been proven by various studies that were done to assess the
capabilities of PRs in the diagnosis of CACs in the patients without
symptoms, but with high risk of stroke. These studies showed
that PRs were not only more commonly used, but that they were
also cheaper and easier in comparison to the previous diagnostic
methods and that they were also much less invasive [22,23].
It has been suggested that advanced diagnostic examinations
such as ultrasonography, MRI and angiography however,
may be required to confirm the presence and the extent of the
vascular calcification [24,25]. Kansu et al., in their study, used
ultrasonography to confirm the carotid calcification in ESRD
patients and renal transplant recipients who showed radiographic
signs, whereas it was not required in the present study, as none
of the patients showed radiographic evidences of a calcification
[26]. Pulp calcifications are clinically indiscernible. These are seen
as radiopaque structures within the pulp chamber and the root
canal on intraoral radiographs. Since so many calcifications are not
of sufficient sizes to be discerned on radiographs, a radiographic
examination based incidence would be inaccurate. However,
radiographs are the only non invasive means of evaluating the pulp
calcifications in clinical studies [8]. In general, calcifications of the
pulp can be demonstrated more easily by the use of bitewing and
periapical radiographs. Previous studies had revealed no significant
difference between the periapical and the bitewing radiographs in
the diagnosis of pulp calcification [27]. Therefore, in the present
study, periapical radiographs were used to determine the pulp
calcification.
There is conflicting literature on the association of the presence
of pulp calcification and the systemic conditions. Both the nar
rowing of the dental pulp and CAC have been reported in ESRD
patients, but the association between the 2 in ESRD patients
and in renal transplant recipients still remains unanswered.
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Coronary atherosclerosis patients showed pulpal calcifications
on radiographic examinations in the studies which were done by
Moura and Paiva [28]. Apart from human studies, there are reports
on the absence of the relationship between Cardiovascular Disease
(CVD) and pulp stones in animals [29,30].
In the present study, no relationship was noted between the pre
sence of pulpal calcification and CAC in ESRD patients. Our findings
contradict the findings of Edds et al., [31] who noted a significant
relationship between a pre-existing CVD and pulp stones in their
pilot study. Differences were also noted between the results of the
present study and the results of the only similar study of Kansu et
al., when they were compared, where they noted CAC in 6 of the
29 HD patients, whereas CAC was detected in none of the patients
of the present study [26]. In the present study, 38 (33.92%) patients
had pulp stones, which was higher as compared to that in Kansu
et al., study, who noted pulp stones in only 5 (21.7%) patients.
The findings of the present study contradict the findings of some
authors. These differences are most likely due to the differences
in the composition of the study samples. The aetiology of pulp
calcification is still unknown. The diversity and the complexity of the
aetiological factors make it very difficult to determine the specific
aetiology in any particular subject; however, the aetiology of pulp
calcifications has been attributed to long-standing local irritants,
such as caries, wasting diseases, pulp-capping procedures,
healed fractures, tooth injury restorations, periodontal conditions
and orthodontic tooth movements [8,26]. The other reported
causes include aging, idiopathic factors, fluoride supplements,
hypervitaminosis D or a possible genetic predisposition, as in
dentinogenesis imperfecta and dentinal dysplasia, which may
be seen even in unerupted teeth [26]. Owing to the diverse and
complex aetiological factors, it becomes very difficult to identify the
specific underlying cause in a given subject. The limitations of the
panoramic radiographs must also be considered when CACs are
identified, as it has been shown that panoramic radiographs are
unreliable for the detection of CAC as compared to ultrasonography
(sensitivity 31.1%) [23].
In conclusion, although intraoral radiographs are easy screening
methods that frequently reveal the presence of calcified structures
in the pulp, pulp calcification cannot provide any information about
CAC. Therefore, the presence of pulp calcification does not seem to
serve as a diagnostic marker for carotid atherosclerosis. However,
dental practitioners must play their role and contribute to the early
detection of the patients who are at a risk of CVD and differentiate
them from the anatomic and pathologic forms. Careful evaluation
of the dental panoramic radiographs by the dental practitioners
might be instrumental in saving the patients’ lives.
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